
OFFENSIVE

SKILLS

This section covers drills that are important 
for the fundamental play of individual 

offensive positions and position groups. 
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29. Under Center Snaps 

Purpose:

 ! To teach the center – 
quarterback exchange in a 
direct snap offense.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Begin to emphasize that no 
play can work without a 
good snap. 

 ! Most fumbled snaps occur 
from either the center or 
quarterback taking off before 
the exchange is complete. 
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Set-up and Instructions: 

Pair up your quarterbacks and centers. The center should primarily
work with the quarterback that he will be snapping to in the games but it 
is also important to rotate so that all payers get a few reps with each 
other. Place each group about 5 yards apart. The quarterbacks must 
extend their arms and wrist so that only hands make contact with the 
center. The center holds the ball with his dominant hand, the joint of his 
thumb on the laces. The other hand may be placed on the ground for 
balance. The coach calls cadence and the center snaps the ball firmly
into the quarterback’s top hand, twisting the ball as he brings it up so 
that the laces make contact with the quarterback’s fingers. First have 
them snap with neither player moving. If there are problems at this 
point, try having the quarterback place only his top hand on the center 
and letting the ball fall to the ground after the snap. If the ball falls 
straight the snap is good, if it bounces forward then the snap is too 
short, and if it bounces backwards the snap is too far back. Advance by
having the quarterback pull out and eventually having the center drive 
forward as well. You may want to have a coach with a blocking shield 
for the center to fire into. 
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30. Direct Snaps 

Purpose:

 ! To teach the center – 
quarterback exchange in a 
direct snap offense.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! If you will be using this 
snap, get many reps with the 
center firing out at a 
blocking shield or crab 
blocking. We do this every
day in our pre-practice 
passing lines. 
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Set-up and Instructions: 

This is how we teach the snap in the youth version of the single wing offense 
developed by Dave Cisar. It is specific to that type of offense but if you are 
looking to run something similar or to install a direct snap package to 
compliment your other plays, you may find this technique easiest to teach. 
Have each center work with a partner or in a group if you will have more than 
one potential target in your direct snap formation. At the beginning of the 
season, we will teach every lineman how to snap and will run this drill with no 
backs, only linemen rotating between center and backfield positions. First 
instruct everyone on the correct pre-snap stance. The key to the direct snap is 
having the backs lined up fairly close (2 ½ to 3 yards behind the center) and 
low to the ground. We have our backs assume a hit position then crouch low
like a baseball catcher. Their pinkies are touching each other, palms facing 
forward, and fingertips make contact with the ground. We do not over-coach 
the center but allow him to grip the ball in whichever manner allows him to feel 
comfortable. The center must have his knees bent, butt up, and head down to 
look at the player he is snapping to. The pass must be nice and low, just 
slightly harder than a lob. If linemen are snapping to each other, have each 
center take 3-5 snaps and then rotate. Eventually have the centers fire out into 
a blocking shield or execute a crab block after their snap. Centers may
practice this skill on their own by snapping into a lawn chair and attempting to 
get the ball to stay on the seat of the chair.
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31. Bird Dog 

Purpose:

 ! Teach the fundamentals of 
blocking on the line.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Steps should be 6-inches 
(about the size of a dollar 
bill).

 ! “Guns”: Kids bring both 
hands back to their hips on 
their first step as if drawing
guns in an old west
shootout.

 ! “Flippers”: Take a second, 6-
inch step and bring both 
arms out of the “Guns” 
position so that fists are 
touching at chest level. This 
should look like two flippers. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Offensive linemen predominantly use this drill but we want every kid to 
learn how to block on the line. Start with kids in a relaxed two-point
stance with shoulders square to the line of scrimmage. Demonstrate a 
gap step to the right by taking a short, 6-inch step with your right foot at 
a 45-degree angle. We tell the kids that their step should be about the 
size of a dollar bill. The upper body should stay low with the back 
remaining flat and close to parallel with the ground. Shoulders should 
turn 45 degrees to the right as well. If done correctly, you should look 
like a bird dog pointing. Have the kids execute the 6-inch step to the 
right and then to the left. Next add the “guns” command. Have the kids 
practice this technique to both sides and then add the “Flippers” 
command with a second 6-inch step.  Practice this both ways several 
times before attempting to execute out of a 3-point stance. Walk them 
through the progression of Stance, Guns, and Flippers several times 
before trying to combine it all into one movement. Finish off the block 
with short, choppy, 6-inch steps.
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32. Sled Blocking 

Purpose:

 ! Improve blocking skills.

 ! To get acclimated to and 
learn how to initiate contact.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Flat back, stay lower than 
your opponent. 

 ! Feet wide. Short, choppy
steps.

 ! Keep your feet moving until 
the whistle blows.

 ! Always keep your head up 
when blocking or tackling. 

Set-up and Instructions: 

Take a small group of kids to your blocking sled. I prefer to keep the 
groups limited to 6-8 players to maximize reps and avoid a long wait
where the kids might lose focus. You can use the sled to work on 
components of a drive block such as having the kids practice delivering 
a blow out of a 6-point stance or breaking down the movement into the 
“Stance”, “Guns”, “Flipper” progression. You can also practice the 
complete drive block as one movement. Always have the players block 
with their head on the outside and switch lines each time so that they
work both shoulders. Make sure the players keep blocking until they
here a whistle.
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33. Board Drill 

Purpose:

 ! To emphasize keeping the 
feet wide while blocking.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Flat back, stay lower than 
your opponent. 

 ! Feet wide. Short, choppy
steps.

 ! Keep your feet moving until 
the whistle blows.

 ! Always keep your head up 
when blocking or tackling. 

C C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Some days we will omit the sled and replace it with the board drill. Split 
the kids into groups and have each group form a line behind a long 2x4. 
The first player in line will step onto the board and execute a drive block 
on a coach-held dummy or shield. Just like the sled, have the players
keep their head on the outside (or inside if you want to have them turn 
the dummy at the end of the block) and switch lines every time so as to 
work both shoulders. Having the board between their feet forces the 
kids to use a wide base and to keep their feet moving. Make sure they
continue to block until the whistle is blown.
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34. Double Teams 

Purpose:

 ! To teach the fundamentals 
of the double team block.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Flat back, stay lower than 
your opponent. 

 ! Keep your hips and 
shoulders glued to your
teammate.

 ! Feet wide. Short, choppy
steps.

 ! Keep your feet moving until 
the whistle blows.

 ! Always keep your head up 
when blocking or tackling.

C C

Set-up and Instructions: 

You will need two adults to hold blocking dummies. Split your players
into two groups and have each group go to a dummy. Two players at 
time will execute the double team. Place the dummy head up on the 
outside player. The player who has the dummy over top of them is the 
post man. He must get his head on the outside of the dummy (in a game 
this would be the defender’s inside but we want to drive the dummies 
away from the other group). The other offensive lineman will be the 
drive man. He must position his head on the inside so that they have 
effectively pinched the defensive lineman with their heads. Both players
must keep their hips and shoulders connected while working together 
to drive the dummy.
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35. Pulling Progression 

Purpose:

 ! To teach the lineman how to 
pull for lead or trap blocking.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! If the lineman can do so 
without giving away that 
they are pulling, he may take 
some weight off of the hand 
in the three-point stance. 

 ! Players will need to get a 
little depth when lead 
blocking. We like them to 
keep their shoulders square 
to the line of scrimmage. 

 ! Players should go straight 
down the line or slightly into 
the line on a trap block. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Line the kids up straight across from you and walk them through the 
pulling progression repeating each step several times before moving 
on. Start in a relaxed two-point stance and take a 6-inch step to the right 
with the right foot. The foot opens to a 90-degree angle and drops six 
inches back from the original starting position. Pivot on the left toe and 
rotate the shoulders so that everything is pointed to the right. Check to 
see that all players remain in a low crouch. Next have them throw their 
right elbow backward as they take the 6-inch step. The arm stays close 
to the body as it is swung around, facilitating the pivot. Next we do this 
out of a 3-point stance, again checking for proper foot placement and to 
see that the kids remain low. We will then have them take the step with
elbow swing out of a 3-point stance and freeze. If the players are in 
good position, the coach signals them to continue on in the path of a 
trap or lead block repping each a few times. Finally we will add a coach 
with a shield or blocking dummy for the players to block, again 
practicing both the trap and lead blocks. Practice this entire 
progression to both sides. Once the kids become skilled at pulling, you
may add the splatter technique for additional practice.
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36. Crab Blocking 

Purpose:

 ! Teach the crab block

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Have the defender back up 
as he is being crab blocked. 
He may also place his hands 
out if he is uncomfortable 
with the blocked crabbing 
into his legs. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Crab blocking is a safe alternative to cut blocking. It will allow a player
to neutralize a much stronger opponent or to make a block at a difficult 
angle without the potential for injury that comes with driving through 
the opponent’s lower extremities. Place your offensive linemen in two
rows, facing each other about one yard apart. One side will represent 
the offensive linemen and the other side the defensive. Players are 
partnered up with the child directly across from them. Have all of the 
defenders take a big side step to the right so that they are to the left of 
their partner. Defensive players assume a comfortable hit position. On 
the cadence, the offensive linemen shoot their right (far) arm across 
their body and across the front of their partner’s legs. They do not hit 
the defender’s legs but brush the arm across as if shining his shoes 
with the blocker’s arm. The offensive lineman should land on his hands 
and feet with his rib cage making contact with the defender’s legs. The 
blocker has his butt high in the air. The next progression is to have the 
blocker keep his arms and legs moving and “crab” into the defender. Do 
two reps then switch which partner is the blocker and which is the 
defensive lineman. Make sure to rep this skill to both sides.
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37. Smart Blocking 

Purpose:

 ! Make sure your offensive
linemen know their 
assignment for each play.

 ! Review the fundamentals of 
stance and blocking 
technique.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Have the players stay in bird 
dog until you have checked 
everyone. This will allow you
to make sure that everyone
is correct and the players
will strengthen their core at 
the same time. 
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Set-up and Instructions: 

Line up your offensive line with players in their correct positions. If you
have extra players, find a way to get them involved other than as a 
dummy. Next place a marker on the ground where the ball would be. The 
center must line up on this marker every time so that we get a 
consistent look at where the defenders would be. Set up cones or some 
other objects (I use T-Ball tees because they stand up and allow the 
players to show me proper head placement) to represent a common 
defense or the expected defense of your upcoming opponent. Call a 
play and have your linemen step to the correct block on the cadence. If 
they are to execute a drive block, I only make them take two steps but 
they must use the “Guns” & “Flippers” technique. If they are pulling, 
blocking a linebacker, or running a pass route I will have them fully
execute their block. Do not let the kids play with the cones or knock 
them out of position.
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38. Wedge Progression 

Purpose:

 ! To teach the wedge block.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Do not rush this and do not 
add a progression until the 
line is ready.

 ! You do not have to get 
through the entire sequence 
in one day.

 ! One final progression you
could add would be to 
execute the wedge with eyes
closed.

E G TT C G
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Set-up and Instructions: 

We always want to wedge on the middle offensive lineman. If you are 
using a balanced line, wedge on the center. In an unbalanced line you
would want to wedge on the strong side guard. The center man just 
steps forward with flippers up at shoulder level and fists touching. Take 
your time with each step and get plenty of reps before progressing. This 
does not have to be done in one day. We will generally not run the 
wedge until we have practiced it for at least two weeks and it rarely
starts to look good until the third week.

1: From 2-point stance, step with inside foot and place it just inside and behind the foot of 
your inside neighbor. 
2: Same as above but add the inside shoulder to the rib cage of your neighbor. The 
outside hand pushes on the near shoulder of your neighbor. 
3: Same technique but out of a 3-point stance. We are only getting a fit right now and not 
moving. Make sure the wedge looks like a ‘V’. 
4: Again, have them form the wedge out of a 3-point stance, then have them take small 
steps on your count. Count slowly at first then gradually speed up as they get better. You 
are not allowed to grab your neighbor or interlock but all players must stay connected. 
5: Speed up the count and make them go a longer distance (10-15 yards).
6: Have a coach hold a dummy or blocking shield at the point of attack. Again, freeze on 
the dummy before starting a count. Explain that you do not have a certain man to block 
but only worry about pushing on your inside neighbor. 
7: Without freezing, go immediately into the drive. The coach still counts steps. 
8: Do the full motion without freezing and without the coach counting.
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39. Splatter Blocking 

Purpose:

 ! To acclimate the players to 
contact in a safe 
environment.

 ! To get a feel for finishing off 
a block.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! This is one of our players’
favorite drills and they may
enjoy driving a teammate to 
the mattress but do not let 
them stray from using 
perfect technique. 

Set-up and Instructions: 

Splatter drills are one of the best ways to practice technique and 
acclimate your young players to contact. If you have a mattress (full 
size or bigger and the thicker the better) that you can transport to 
your practice field, I suggest using that. Otherwise, create a landing 
mat by placing three or four long tackling dummies side by side. If 
you have to use the latter method, you will need to have a coach stay
by the dummies to make certain that they do not become separated. 
If you do have a mattress, place one tackling dummy at the front so 
that the blockers will need to use their hips to lift the player over the 
bag. Give one boy a blocking shield and have him stand a few feet in 
front of the landing area. Line up the other players and have one boy
come up close to the shield holder. That player executes a drive 
block, finishing the block by driving the shield holder back and onto 
the landing area. Switch the shield holder every five or six reps. You 
can also use this drill to practice pulling.
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40. Get a Grip 

Purpose:

 ! Teach the proper way to 
carry the football.

 ! To teach / review what inside 
and outside mean in football 
terms.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! You may try to knock the 
ball out of a player’s grip by
gently swatting at it. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Line up a group of kids up straight across from you. Each child needs a 
football. First explain that in football terms, “inside” means toward the 
ball’s location prior to the snap and “outside” means toward the 
sideline. When running with the football we want the ball carrier to hold 
the ball with his outside arm (right arm if running to the right and vice 
versa). First have them hold the ball with their right arm. Tell the boys to 
make an eagle’s claw with their right hand. One point of the football 
goes into the armpit and the other point is covered by the eagle’s claw.
Make sure the ball is also in contact with their rib cage and forearm so 
that there are four points of pressure. Make any corrections and then 
practice on the left side. Point to one direction and ask them to show
you where the ball should be when running to that direction and then 
switch once more.
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41. End Run 

Purpose:

 ! To teach / review the proper 
way to carry the football.

 ! To get a feel for carrying the 
football while running at full 
speed.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Eagle claw.

 ! Four points of pressure: 
hand, forearm, armpit, 
ribcage.

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Set down a cone and line up a group of players behind it. Give a football 
to the first three of four players in line. Set an additional cone about ten 
yards to the right and slightly in front of the first cone and one more 
cone about 15 yards downfield. Check to make sure each player is 
holding the ball correctly in his right hand before saying, “Go”. On the 
signal kids run through the cones at top speed, accelerating as they go. 
After running, the ball carrier returns to the group, gives the ball to the 
next person in line who does not already have one, then goes to the 
back of the line. Practice this drill to the right and left. For an added 
progression, you may want to have a coach or another player pitch or 
hand the ball off to the ball carrier.
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42. Gauntlet 

Purpose:

 ! To teach / review the proper 
way to carry the football.

 ! To get a feel for carrying the 
football while running at full 
speed.

 ! Learn to secure the ball in 
traffic.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Eagle claw.

 ! Four points of pressure: 
hand, forearm, armpit, 
ribcage.

 ! You may secure the ball with
your other hand in traffic

CC
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Set-up and Instructions: 

This drill is similar to the end run but with two columns of players at the 
end that the ball carrier must run through. Check to make sure the ball 
carrier is holding the ball in the correct arm with four points of pressure. 
On the signal, the runner goes around the cone and through the 
gauntlet. Players making up the gauntlet try to knock the ball out by
swiping at it or hitting it. They are not allowed to move their feet. You 
may want to have two coaches at the end of the gauntlet holding 
dummies. It is important for the runner to accelerate through the 
gauntlet and to explode through the contact of the coaches popping the 
dummies together at the end. After running, the ball carrier returns to 
the back of the line, giving his ball to the next player in line without one. 
Practice this drill to the right and left.
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43. Handoff Lines 

Purpose:

 ! Teach the proper way to 
hand the ball off.

 ! Teach the proper way to 
receive a handoff.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! When handing off, extend 
arms and look the ball into 
the pocket. 

 ! When taking the handoff, 
make a big pocket with near 
arm up. Make him smell your
armpit.

Set-up and Instructions: 

Create two lines of players about 10 yards apart and directly facing each 
other. Give a football to the first three or four players in one of the lines. 
The first two players jog to each other and execute a proper handoff. 
Make sure the player receiving the handoff makes a wide pocket with
his near arm on top. The player who is handing the ball off must make 
sure to focus on the pocket and correctly situate the ball. Players
continue on their path and go to the back of the opposite line. The 
player who received the handoff gives the ball to the next player in line 
who does not have a football.
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44. Skeleton Backfield 

Purpose:

 ! Learn and review the 
offensive plays.

 ! Practice skills that are 
essential for allowing our 
plays to be successful.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! If your backs are used as 
blockers, you will want to 
have a coach with a blocking 
shield.

 ! Get as many reps as 
possible. Players and 
coaches must hustle to get 
ready for the next play.

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

I use a painted fire hose to represent the offensive linemen. You may be 
able to acquire an old hose from your local fire department. If you
cannot, use cones to represent the linemen. Make sure the spacing is 
accurate. Call a play and have your backfield execute it with the runner 
carrying the ball out at least 15 yards. Have any back who is executing a 
fake do the same thing. 
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45. Alley Drill 

Purpose:

 ! Teach the runner to run to 
daylight.

 ! Improve vision and decision 
making skills.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Always cut off of the 
opposite foot (when cutting 
to the left, do so when the 
right foot is planted and vice
versa).

 ! Adjust the ball to the correct 
side if cutting all the way
back across the field. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Line up a group of players behind a cone and give a football to at least 
the first three kids. Set up an additional cone to have the players run 
around and two more cones approximately 5 yards downfield. The two
cones have created three running lanes – an outside lane, one that is 
straight ahead, and a cutback lane. Have two coaches or players stand 
behind the cones. The coach will decide which lane will remain open 
and the coaches or players will fill the other two lanes as the ball carrier 
turns the corner to come upfield. The ball carrier finds the open lane 
and runs through it as smoothly and effortlessly as possible. Is running 
to the outside lane, cut off of the inside foot and off of the outside foot 
for the cutback lane. Also make sure the runner is carrying the ball in 
the correct hand, switching if he has to cut back to the opposite side of 
the field.
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46. Watch it In 

Purpose:

 ! To practice receiving the ball 
in different situations

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Catch the ball with your
hands and eyes (watch it all 
the way in). 

 ! Ball above the waist – 
thumbs in. Ball below the 
waist or over the shoulder – 
thumbs out. 

 ! Be confident. Most kids can 
catch a football if they
believe in themselves.

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Pair off your backs and receivers (anyone who might need to practice 
receiving the ball) and give each pair a football. Have the players form 
two lines approximately 5 yards apart at first. Each boy is facing directly
across from his partner and is lined up at least 5 yards away from his 
neighbors. Have the kids play catch, emphasizing that they must keep 
their eye on the ball until they have secured it and that they must catch 
the ball with their hands, not letting it hit any other part of their body
first. We start with underhand tosses for accuracy and a good spiral. 
The receiver may turn his shoulders to the right, left, or all the way
around to simulate different pass-receiving positions. The passer may
alternate between high passes and low passes. If the ball is at or above 
the receiver’s chest, he should catch it with thumbs together. If it is a 
low pass or if his back is turned to the passer, he should catch it with
thumbs out and pinkies touching. Eventually we allow the receivers to 
separate to a greater distance and to execute overhand passes.
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47. Stalk Block 

Purpose:

 ! Practice blocking in open 
space.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Keep your hands on the guy
but do not hold. The official 
can easily see if you are 
holding in this situation. 

 ! Keep your feet moving and 
stay in front of the defender. 
This does not need to be a 
devastating block. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Select two blockers and line up a defender approximately 4 yards
directly across from each one. The coach may act as ball carrier or, if 
you have additional players, one of them may carry the ball. On the 
signal, the blockers attempt to stalk block the defenders who will be 
trying to get free and tackle the ball carrier. The runner may pick his 
running lane based on the movement of the defenders. The blockers do 
not have to make a particularly devastating block or turn the defenders 
as certain direction. They only have to stay on their man and take him 
whichever way he wants to go. As long as the receivers do not turn the 
defender free, the ball carrier should be able to score.
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48. Footwork Clock 

Purpose:

 ! Teach the quarterback the 
proper steps for each play.

 ! Improve footwork in general.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! This drill is better suited for 
older kids. 

 ! Correct any huge errors but 
do not be too picky here. If 
you try to make things too 
perfect, you will end up 
slowing the kid down.
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Set-up and Instructions: 

Use spray paint or cones to create a circle for each of your
quarterbacks. The circle should be about ten feet in diameter. Compare 
the circle to a clock with the front being twelve o’clock, the back being 
six o’clock, etc. Break down the QB’s footwork for all your plays by
direction (ex. Right foot to 3 o’clock followed by left foot to 5 o’clock). 
Kids this age are usually able to learn skills better with an example that 
they are able to visualize in their heads. Use these numbers as a 
reference for your quarterbacks when running plays in skeleton or full 
team sessions.
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49. Fool the Coach 

Purpose:

 ! Emphasize the importance 
of good faking. 

 ! Practice your misdirection 
plays.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! When faking, run all out for 
at least 10-15 yards. Dip the 
front shoulder and rock the 
cradle so the defense can 
not see that you do not have
the ball 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Use this drill if you have a misdirection series in your offense wherein
many plays look the same but each goes to a different point of attack 
with a different ball carrier. Set up a complete backfield with a coach 
watching them. The QB selects a play and communicates it to the rest of 
the backs. The coach should not know what the play is. The backfield 
runs the play being sure to execute great fakes. The coach attempts to 
identify the play and ball carrier. To make this drill fun, you can have the 
coach do push-ups if he is unable to immediately figure out where the 
ball is. Be sure to point out any errors for faking, ball carrying, and 
executing your plays correctly.
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TEAM OFFENSE 

In order for your offensive unit to be 
successful, players will need to apply their 
individual position skills to the offensive 

team and work with each other. This section 
provides drills that will help develop 

offensive team concepts and cohesion 
between your players. 
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50. Numbering System

Purpose:

 ! Teach your numbering 
system to the team.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! If you have a young team, 
they will have a hard time 
understanding this at first. 
Be patient and review it until 
they are comfortable with
the concept. 

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

Set up cones, shields, or some other objects to represent your base 
offense. Have all players take a knee behind the formation while the 
coach explains the numbering system. First number your backs and 
have the kids review by asking a player to go up and touch the 2-back, 
another to touch the 4-back, etc. Next, communicate how you would
number the point of attack (some use a system where they number 
linemen, most will assign a number to the hole) and again review by
having a player touch the 3-hole, the 8-hole, etc. Next explain how the 
full numbering system works. For us, the first number is the ball carrier, 
the second number is the point of attack, and the tag word at the end is 
the blocking scheme. Review this with your team. See if they can tell 
you that on a 16 power the 1-back will carry the ball through the 6-hole 
and the line will use the “Power” blocking scheme.
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51. Perfect Play

Purpose:

 ! Make sure that every player
knows his assignment and 
technique for each play.

 ! Safely practice your plays in 
a controlled setting.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! You want as many reps as 
possible. Coaches and 
players must hustle back 
and get ready for the next 
play.

 ! Make corrections on the fly
and repeat a play until it is 
perfect.

C
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Set-up and Instructions: 

Line up your offense with players in their correct positions. Place a 
marker on the ground where the ball must be spotted each time so that 
we get a consistent look at where the defenders would be. Set up cones 
or some other objects (I use T-Ball tees because they stand up and 
allow the players to show me proper head placement) to represent a 
common defense or the expected defense of your upcoming opponent. 
You should also have a few coaches with shields that can move around 
to represent key defenders that must be accounted for in order for a 
given play to succeed. Call a play and have your players execute their 
assignment with correct technique. If blocking, we ask them to freeze to 
show the coaches that they have proper head placement. Early in the 
season we will have the kids walk a play, jog it, then run it at full speed. 
Never progress unless the play has been executed perfectly.
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52. No Huddle 

Purpose:

 ! To practice the no-huddle.

 ! Safely rep your plays in a 
controlled setting.

 ! Condition.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Practice different situations 
you may encounter when
running no-huddle (rotating 
players, hurry-up, spike the 
ball, different down and 
distances, etc.) 

 ! Get a lot of reps. Make 
corrections on the fly.

C
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Set-up and Instructions: 

Set up two rows of cones to represent the sidelines. Have your offense 
take the field with any coaches that you can spare holding shields or 
dummies and moving around to play as defenders that must be 
accounted for in order for a given play to succeed. The coaches should 
know which play has been called so if your team uses wrist coaches, 
give one to each coach. One of these coaches is also responsible for 
spotting the ball after each play. Have whichever coach calls your plays
go to the sideline as he would in a game situation. If possible, have 
another coach take any players that are not being used with him to run a 
separate drill. Otherwise, rotate them in. 
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53. Half Line Scrimmage 

Purpose:

 ! To practice your offense and 
defense in a live situation.

Coaching Pointers: 

 ! Try to get as many plays in 
as possible. Coach your
players on the fly.

 ! Rotate halfway through or 
every other day so that 
everyone has a chance to 
play both offense and 
defense.

C

C

C

Set-up and Instructions: 

This drill seems to work better for some groups of kids than for others. 
In 2004 I was an assistant coach on a team that participated in half-line 
scrimmages for a half hour at each practice. It was a great opportunity
for the kids to learn in a game situation and for us coaches to instruct 
on the fly. My 2006 team never seem to get the same benefits and we
eventually stopped scrimmaging altogether. The greatest gains will
come if you have two capable coaches – one whose area of expertise is 
on the offensive side of the ball and another who is able to concentrate 
on the defense. Our 2004 team practiced three days each week. On the 
first day we would only use our own offense and defense. On the 
second day, we would run our plays against the expected defense of 
our upcoming opponent. On the final day of practice, we would look at 
our opponent’s plays against our defense.
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